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We are not a Team because we
work together. We are a Team
because we respect, trust, and
care for each other.
-VALA AFSHAR

Team Leadership Session # 9
Giving Your Leadership Team the Support it Needs to Succeed

It is up to the Senior Leadership Team to locate and get the support it needs. It is the team that
controls the organization’s resources and they have the authority over funding.
Your senior leadership team can usually demand any type of resources it needs. And yet, they
seldom do. They often lack the basic skills needed to provide for and support effective teamwork.
They are more often able to get support the frontline workers… but not themselves.
So when it comes to having the necessary resources, the senior team is at a loss on where to go.
These reasons appear to be twofold.

Team Leadership Session # 9
Giving Your Team the Support They Need.
First: Senior leadership teams fail to recognize that they, too, actually need such support.
Second: And as stewards of the organization’s resources, they often believe that they should not spend
money on themselves.

Parsimony becomes a frame of mind, and even though senior leaders may be paid well, they also need
to manage the perception that they are frugal with the organization’s resources. Which of course the
should be.
However, when we speak of resources we are not referring to vacations to exclusive resorts or exotic
locations.
We are not referring to excessive accouterments that have become a legacy of many fallen leaders, we
mean those resources that smooth and facilitate the work of the teams.

Team Leadership Session # 9
Giving Your Leadership Team the Support It Needs (Cont’d)

As previously stated in earlier sessions, there are four types of support that are most critical.
1.

Rewards. The need to implement reward strategies that recognize and reinforce team members for
delivering on the team’s accountabilities.

2.

Information. They should take action to acquire the data they need, in the form they need it, for their
special purposes – including measures that allow them to assess their performance as a team.

3.

Education. They seek help in developing their team’s capabilities in educating the members about
aspects of the work on which they are not themselves experts, technical support i.e.

4.

Resources. Just as the frontline workers require basic materials needed for collaborative work,
including ample time, space, support staff, and mundane material resources, the senior teams
need this as well.
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Giving Your Leadership Team the Support It Needs (Cont’d)

Research has shown that members of outstanding teams are more likely to be rewarded as a
team rather than on individual performance.
Second, these members are not shy about seeking additional education – in teamwork or on any
other aspect of their leadership responsibilities – to hone their capability to make themselves a
high-quality team.
Third, outstanding teams do not simply take what they get when it comes to information. They
influence those who operate the information systems to be sure they get the exact data they need,
in the form they need so that they can use it to assess and manage the organization – affecting
issues.
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Giving Your Leadership Team the Support It Needs (Cont’d)

The research also showed that under-resourced teams struggled and failed to achieve their goals.
Rewarding senior teams for their performance can be difficult especially in organizations where the
resources such as salary are controlled by an outside entity. Yet, some organizations were able to move
toward some sort of a variable pay strategy tied in part, to the performance of the organization and of
the team.
Compensation for senior team members within some organizations may be controlled by an external
committee, like a legislative body and it is therefore up to the CEO to negotiate and present the best
possible scenario to the body when requesting financial resources.
Whatever strategy is pursued for compensation, the rewards should elicit and reinforce collaboration
among team members as they work together to achieve the compelling team purpose.
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Giving Your Leadership Team the Support It Needs (Cont’d)

Information: Critical Data. When and How You Need Them
When it comes to getting the information needed to make critical decisions, it’s often feast or
famine (or both) for senior leadership teams.
Too many teams suffer from Information Overload. They are buried in reports and the data that
may or may not be critical to their work.
Others find that the critical data unavailable to them when they are most needed.
So why is getting the right information to the senior team such a hurdle?
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Giving Your Leadership Team the Support It Needs (Cont’d)

One problem is the information system itself. Within some organizations the system that is used to inform others is
built to inform them and their purposes are different from that of the senior team.
Make sure that a program is developed to provide the senior team with the kind of information it will need which will
most likely be different from the program used to inform other areas.
If the information the team is seeking is available, make sure that team members are aware that is available and
that they are able to access this information when needed. And that those updating this information are keeping it
current. (9-11 attack).
Once the team receives this information, getting the most out of it will require both individual analysis and teamwork.
Data analysis is a cognitive activity that requires a person to become deeply immersed in the numbers to identify the
most significant patterns and themes.
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Giving Your Leadership Team the Support It Needs (Cont’d)

Good use of informational support requires having the highest-quality data, neither too much nor
too little, in a form that make it easy for the senior leadership team to work with it.
Excellent information support also requires a mix of individuals and team work: individual analysis
to prepare the information for the leadership team, and teamwork to assess it, interpret it, and
draw out its actions and implications.
So how your senior leadership team gathers, organizes, and assesses information is best left to
the information technology experts.
It is vital to have information that is well organized and prepared for the specific analytic purposes
of the team.
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Giving Your Leadership Team the Support It Needs (Cont’d)

Be careful in assuming that your team members have sufficient education
Even if they have been through numerous internal leadership development programs or have done
graduate work or even postgraduate work and feel that they don’t need it or feel they don’t have
the time for it.. You should take the whole team out of action for a day, maybe two at a retreat type
event to cover the purpose of the team, activity or whatever you are forming the team for.
Working as a team is a different experience and one needs to have the experience of what it’s like
to work as a team.
Even experienced, well-educated leaders have much to learn about each team and working
together with them as a team.
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Giving Your Leadership Team the Support It Needs (Cont’d)

Acts of Support
The right resources, whether an expensive information system or simply removing chairs from the
dining room -- are important to the success of any senior leadership team.
Look for opportunities to be creative in providing your team with any other support they may need –
including time, settings, and mundane material resources that can smooth team processes and
build collective capabilities.
These actions, especially coming from the CEO (Team Leader) can be powerful and constructive
influences on senior team effectiveness.

Team Leadership Session # 9
Coach Your Team – And Timing is Everything

What is coaching – and what isn’t coaching?
Interesting findings from the research suggest that teams do not do markedly well even if all their
members received individual coaching to develop their personal capabilities.
Individual coaching can help senior leaders become better leaders in their own right, but the team
does not necessarily improve.
Team development is not an additive function of individuals becoming more effective team
players, but rather an entirely different capability. It’s developing the team as a unit.
The reason for that may be somewhat obscure and not immediately obvious.
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Coach Your Team and Timing is Everything

Why?... It is because the team itself is an entity which is separate from the individuals who constitute it.
For teams to get better, that entity as a team needs to be coached while members are actually carrying
out their collaborative work.
Again… think of an athletic team… we can work with an individual to improve his/her skills .. be it
shooting baskets, footwork with a football (soccer in the U.S.), pitching or batting in baseball but until
you work with the entire team and coach the entire team together as an entity, one does not see
significant improvement.
So, by team coaching we mean, directly intervening in the process that the team members use to
interact in order to improve team effectiveness.
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Coaching Your Team and Timing is Everything (Cont’d)

A good team coach allows the team to look back and reflect back to the team which collective
behaviors hindered the teamwork and which ones were able to advance the teamwork.
This way the team can discuss team’s processes and agree on a (perhaps) new path forward.
When team members understand the kind of actions that advance their work, the team can then
develop a template of sorts that can be applied to other situations.
Teams usually have some difficulty in being able to decode their successes and failures without
intervention from the leader or another team coach.
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Coaching Your Team and Timing is Everything (Cont’d)

Suppose you have a senior leadership team that had just agreed on their shared accountabilities. They
also had established a preliminary set of behavioral norms to be revisited as the team learned what did
and did not work.
So the team convenes and are convinced that through these conversations and with appropriate
adjustments that this would lead to real progress. So you move forward and these adjustments and
they appear to work and everyone is satisfied.
At the next meeting, the an external team coach who had been doing consulting with the team attends
the meeting.
The team members begin to share their successes with pride and this team coach replies with a firm
“No”.
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The coach replies… your actions are a waste of time. So now you have your team anxious to talk about
their new initiatives and their successes and they appear to be shut down.
The external coach then brings up a different way or a new initiative that should be undertaken.
You as the team leader and also the team coach can intervein by suggesting to the external coach and
the team members that this person summarize this different way or the new initiative in detail and how
it relates to the team’s purpose to the rest of the team members. In most cases, the external coach
would be more than willing to do so. Make it clear that once he/she does that the team will have a
discussion on whether to take on that project at that time or adopt the changes recommended.
Once there seems to be agreement you can then proceed to the other business and get the team
members on track again. Without this intervention, you would run the risk of losing your team totally.
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So the actions by the team’s leader or coach may seem to be simple. He/she did not offer to
facilitate a meeting, (something that might have created an unnecessary dependence on the
coach).
Rather the team leader (coach) created the conditions for the team to discover on its own the
lessons from this experience.
Effective team coaching addresses task-related behaviors of the team with the intent of helping it
develop and sustain three things. 1. High levels of motivation for the team’s collaborative work, 2.
Effective collective approaches to team tasks, and 3. The ability to identify and deploy all the
considerable talent that the team members bring to the table.
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Coaching Your Team and Timing is Everything (Cont’d)

The key to helpful coaching is to focus on the work and let the personal relationships in the team evolve
as they will.
What will happen is that you will see an improvement in the ability of the team to accomplish important
work together… (over time)… which naturally leads to better relations among team members
Also, it is useful to note what team coaching is not.
It is not taking the team on treks to exotic locations.
It is not about rope courses and trust circles.
Whereas these activities may help the team bond, they do not help it deliver on its accountabilities.
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Coaching Your Team and Timing is Everything (Cont’d)

Coaching a team as it does its work on its areas of responsibilities behind the closed doors of the
conference room is far more effective and will generate more long-term improvements in
teamwork than climbing a mountain, crossing a desert, sailing boats, or driving race cars.
Team coaching can include a wide range of actions such as: Clarifying team boundaries, creating
or clarifying behavioral norms, calling out team members when the violate a norm, complimenting
the team on the quality and depth of its discussion of a strategic issue, teaching members how to
listen for the key concerns others are expressing, or even taking a break to reflect on how the
team is doing.
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Coaching Your Team and Timing is Everything (Cont’d)

Team coaching is entirely different from executive coaching. Executive coaching is the one-on-one
interaction of developing the capabilities of individual managers.
Both approaches have a place in helping leaders become more effective. However, individual coaching
contributes to the leadership team only to the extent that it focuses on the individual members’
contributions to the team’s purposes and to the execution of the team’s responsibilties.
It is possible to have team members who struggle with taking an organizational perspective rather than
maintaining their traditional individual functional or operational orientation.
These individuals usually handle their individual leadership responsibilities very well and therefore are
regarded as definite keepers. They are not derailers, just members who are struggling to make the
transition to teamwork.
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Coaching Your Team and Timing is Everything (Cont’d)

The timing of team coaching is critical.
During the early stages in a team’s life is the time to create energy and focus the team on its purpose.
A carefully scripted boarding process should be in place (you can develop this prior to organizing the
team) so that all members of the team know the requirements for being on the team and what they
need to do before the first meeting
Scripts should include 1. identifying the core capabilities of each member, 2 articulating the team’s
purpose, 3. establishing team boundaries by creating a sense of shared identity always emphasizing
the “we” and their responsibilities, and 4. putting the norms and expectations on the table for the group
to revise and ratify.
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By collectively establishing these elements you can expect a positive trajectory for the teams and will
make later coaching interventions much easier and remembering to keep first things first.
Remember that often when there are problems with members on the team in working together, it is
usually a direct result of having a poor team design.
Midpoints….
Do not ignore the opportunity to make midpoint corrections or alterations.
Big changes are not going to take place in the team’s responsibilities until after the project is launched.
Even the best teams tend to get caught up in the heat of the battle, and get mired in inappropriate
behavior and digressions.
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Remember from an earlier presentation and an earlier slide, Connie Gersick discussed a
nonlinear process of team development which she identified as punctuated equilibrium (from her
evolutiontary Biology background) which tends to surface around the midpoint of the project.
It is here where she suggests that leaders should exert influence over the performance strategies
of the team as well as to coach the team members to enhance effectiveness. So during this
midpoint intervention, she suggests a number of points to consider.
Have the team evaluate the finished work and address any shortcomings
The team should abandon any false or inaccurate premises and unpromising paths undertaken in
the early stages.
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Work with the team to gain a renewed focus on the deadlines that they must meet.
Have the team take a look and evaluate how members of the team are working together
Bring the team back to the purpose and the project connecting them with the attainable results.
Encourage divergent thinking to allow team members with various perspectives to offer different
alternatives and options.
Focus toward convergent thinking where the team members then begin synthesizing and integrating
different perspectives, reconciling their differences and working toward consensus
Have the team come to some agreements about how to move forward to achieve their goals.
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As the team leader, you can accelerate your team’s long-term development capabilities if you take time
at the end of meetings, team tasks, and major accomplishments (or failures) to gather insights and
reflect on lessons learned.
Near the end of the project – fiscal quarter or a met or unmet deadline – focus your coaching from
consultation to education. What can the team learn to help it grow even stronger for the next project or
must-win battles?
Here again, timing is important because the need for coaching and direction must be balanced with the
need to maintain momentum as a leadership team.
As your team matures, coaching increasingly becomes more and more about helping the team learn
from its experiences.
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There is also “coaching time” in between key transition points… i.e. the beginning, the midpoint
and the end.
In those in-between times, the coaching should focus more on reinforcing good teamwork and
stopping norm-breaking behavioral patterns.
He/she should encourage robust discussions and even allowing for some disagreements ensuring
that all members are listening to the positions of others.
It’s important to note that critical comments be on issues and not on other team members as well
as allowing for the opportunity to wrap things up so a decision can be made once the issue has
been fully explored.
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So who should coach a senior leadership team?
Sometimes it is the CEO or team leader or perhaps a skilled member of the leadership team.
Perhaps it calls for someone from the outside.. An external coach. And remember that:
First, even though you are the leader, you are also an integral part of the team… caught up in the work
of the team just like everyone else.
Your work may be heavily invested in the project and it may be to difficult to be objective about what you
are seeing or experiencing…. And therefore an outside coach may be appropriate.
Second, you may not have well-honed team coaching skills which might be a good reason to seek an
external coach or at least someone with good coaching skills.
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So when do we go outside… secure that external coach?
When there are obvious troubles in the ranks of the team .. Especially in fulfilling any of the six
conditions necessary to establishing an effective leadership team and where you or the CEO are nota
skilled team coach nor is there anyone on the team who can assume that role.
Ideally your role as the team leader should be to help your senior leadership team become largely selfmanaging
In the early phases of the team’s life, the leader must take the primary responsibility for establishing
and enforcing norms.
In the later stages, the team itself, helped by good coaching from the leader or an outsider, can share
that responsibility.
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Prescriptions for Coaching Your Team
1.

Do not skimp on coaching. Although your team is likely to develop at least modest self-correcting capabilities
over time, the team members are more likely to do so when they have a skilled authoritative coach.

2.

If coaching is not in your repertoire, get help. You must model the norms of the team if they are going to adopt
them, whereas an experienced coach can help in getting good coaching for the team.

3.

Take timing seriously. When you offer coaching to a team powerfully it affects the impact of your coaching
interventions. Beginnings are a good time for orienting your team.

4.

Pay attention to the coaching skills of your team members. Any team member or team members combined may
have the coaching talent needed for your team. Use them. It helps to unify the team.

